SUSTAINABILITY
Uptake Vision is to help everyone in our ecosystem accelerate achievement of their goals by liberating data to get more out of their digital investments to record, report, and reduce environmental impacts; while creating synergies across Sustainability, ESG, Operations, and Energy Innovations.

We are disrupting the platform model to provide true industrial cloud solutions through Azure.

Microsoft has a great opportunity to accelerate Uptake’s existing investment and great traction Uptake has already made in “Build With” and “Sell With” in Microsoft Cloud for Sustainability, Energy and Manufacturing Bundled Solutions offerings and expedite our migration from AWS to Azure.

As UPTAKE’s Chief Data Officer and Microsoft MVP nominee.

“Sustainability means everything to me. With five children, three who are members of ethnic minorities and two with special needs, I want to ensure that we leave them and the animals that I work with a healthy and sustainable planet and future.”
MEGA TRENDS

Sustainability: Environmental, Social and Corporate Governance (ESG)

Our Mission is to unlock the heart of our customer's transformation locked in its industrial data and provide asset-intensive companies the traceable, secure, cost-effective ability to connect their machines, people and data together to embrace their fiduciary duty and act in service of global sustainability.

Opportunity Statement

Provide a guaranteed, verifiable ability to make environmental, social, and corporate governance (ESG) time-sensitive investment decisions through secure AI-enabled Industrial Intelligence at the lowest total cost of ownership from sensor to boardroom with Uptake Sustainability Bundle.
Enabling and empowering you for a more resilient and sustainable future.

Operate for the Future
Increase operational resiliency while generating value for stakeholders

Transform your Workforce
Attract, train, and retain employees for your next-generation workforce

Transition to Clean
Achieve net-zero commitments through emissions reductions and decarbonization

Reimagine Energy
Capitalize on and expand your market positioning, growth opportunities, and new business models